### Evaluation Sheet for Grading

**DSMA 155 Dynamic Typography**

**Instructor**: Milka Broukhim  MilkaBroukhim@artcenter.edu

### The Rating System Means:

- ◊ = Not applicable yet or still being assessed
- 1 = Still needs to meet expectations and there is ample room for improvement
- 2 = Meets expectations: Progressing towards understanding & consistent application
- 3 = Exceptional work excels the expectation & is an example for others to follow

### Project 1

**Student:**
- Complete projects on time
- Participation & discussions in critiques
- Open to serendipity, experiments & making mistakes
- Explorer, observer & critical thinker
- Creative problem solver
- Self initiative & proactive

**Project:**
- Sketch book
- Design process documentation
- Collection of effective design samples
- Effective Idea/concept
- Innovation
- High-end craftsmanship/execution
- Clear/effective/prepared presentation

**Professional:**
- Good attendance
- Preparedness
- Attention to detail
- Active listener
- Respectful & appreciative
- Class contribution

**Acquired Knowledge:**
- Applying class discussion crit to your projects
- Applying reading material to your projects
- Learning from your peers
- Develop visual thinking

### Comments:

**Overall:**

### Project 2

**Student:**

**Project:**

**Professional:**

**Acquired Knowledge:**

### Comments:

**Overall:**

### Project 3

**Student:**

**Project:**

**Professional:**

**Acquired Knowledge:**

### Comments:

**Overall:**

---
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